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Mistaken for Rival Depeche du Midi. Presumed Motive: Depeche worthless paper.

right in our democracy” as soon as
FHebdollowing
the arson attack on the Charlie wrote against prison time for Plax Manolo for inalienable
those
scary
Muslims
might be involved.
insulting
the
cops
on
Facebook,
and
printed
o offices, all of France has joined hands to
solemnly vow their support for Freedom of
Speech. We call bullshit on this predictable
hypocrisy.
Now, the Mariner is usually 100% prococktail, but we draw the line at the Molotov
variety, especially when aimed at a newspaper.
Freedom of speech is the foundational right of a
free society, and violent intimidation of those
who exercise it needs to be resisted. Don’t worry,
Charlie Hebdo. The Mariner’s behind you!
But so-called "freedom of speech" is
determined in a totally ad-hoc manner in
France. Zero principal guides it. And a “right”
that is granted arbitrarily by the government is
no right at all. It’s a caprice.
The Mariner has been on this from the
beginning. In our very first, very unseen issue, we

Burqa masks to protest the government telling The Depeche du Midi was so concerned they
women what to wear. In issue 2 we condemned took time out from their usual schedule of Blond
jokes and – not making this up - dogs in Halloween
the arrest ofprotesters for singing Brassens.
Freedom ofspeech is hard. Ifyou truly Zero costumes to write an editorial deploring
believe in it, you have to hold your nose principal “Intolerance.” In it they draw parallels between
the Charlie Hebdo arson and the Evangelical
and support some real
guides Church ofToulouse offering a course to “cure”
assholes, because John Galliano and
Brice Hortefeux’s right to say any racist freedom ofgay people (see pg. 4)
crap they want is the same right that lets speech in Of course La Depeche gets it backwards
us say Brice Hortefeux is a racist piece France (stick to dog pics, guys): intolerance isn’t the
problem. Freedom of speech means we have
oftrash.
So don’t believe the people - left or right - to let the church believe whatever anti-gay
now clutching their pearls about Charlie Hebdo, voodoo they please. They will and should have
if they’ve held their tongues in the past. Interior protesters, but nobody can stop their babble of
Minister Claude Guéant, who sued to have intolerance, no matter how silly.
copwatchnord-idf.org shut down, suddenly It’s time France learned what freedom of speech
discovered that “freedom of expression is an really is.

Field Notes

Occupying
Wall
Street
Mariner Danny "Brooklyn"Grinberg Gives us a First Person Account ofthe Movement in Lower Manhattan
When I walked by the protest in its first
days, I didn’t think much of it. A small group
of disgruntled people with signs and slogans
shouting about the discontents of capitalism
for a few hours. So what? What could that
possibly accomplish? Little did I know that
Occupy Wall Street, spurred by a call to action
in Adbusters, would swell into the nearly-twomonths-and-counting overtaking of the
Financial District’s Zuccotti Park and catalyze
local responses throughout the United States
and globally. Beyond a simple demonstration, it
has evolved into a cultural touchstone,
infiltrating the zeitgeist as it gives voice to
issues of wealth inequality and corporate
malfeasance. And yet, when I went back weeks
later, the actual site still seemed peculiarly
underwhelming, a ramshackle tent city filled
with a curious assortment of minglers, gawkers,
and diehards.
The most striking characteristic of the
protest is its lack—of leadership, of demands,
of univocal messaging. Those missing pieces
enable the movement to be both more
inclusive and multivalent, but also far more
muddled. One of the first conversations I had,
with a self-educated twenty-year-old from the
Midwest waving the flag (to “make up for all
the Che t-shirts and America bashing,” he
said), was cut off when he turned to argue with
the pamphleteers of a socialist organization.
Some identified the bank bailouts and
egregious salaries for CEOs as their primary
motivation to join the occupation, while others
cited dissatisfaction with wars abroad,
campaign finance laws, the “abysmal state” of
The Political Theater

health care, or Obama’s recent capitulation over
the debt ceiling debates. Navigating the various
booths reminded me a bit of a wine
expo—sample a sip of populist rage of every
vintage until you find your preferred taste.
One woman I spoke to (like many, she
declined to give her name), hiding from the
drizzle in a black hoodie, was a labor electrician
who had been protesting for two weeks with
members of her union. The message she wanted
to send was that Occupy Wall Street “was not
just a carnival” and that, beyond the media
fanfare, this was essentially about “real people

Word. Photo: Brooklyn

with real jobs.” A man named Dustin,
dressed in a suit and holding a sign that read
“Democracy Not Plutocracy,” said that it
was “time to stop being scared.” In his
estimation, more Americans needed “to put
the Xbox away and get involved.” Despite
the many sociocultural differences between
the two, there was one evident commonality:
they spoke angrily of the current state of
things, but were ultimately hopeful that
systemic change was still a possibility.
Talking to them, I walked away slightly less
jaded too. From so what, to so what’s next?

Hollande Wrestles PS Nomination from Aubry, DSKStillWrestlingYoungWomen
Socialists show student journalist coldwelcome -Less "Yes We Can", More "Who Are You &What Do You Want?"
by Elsa Martres
e have a winner! After weeks
ofunbearable suspense we know
who will represent the Socialist
Party in the presidential race. It
will be…François Hollande!
What a surprise, don't you think?
Here at the Mariner we are
honestly surprised about it. He
took a long path our little
François, didn't he? He must be
proud ofhimself. He's been
dreaming ofbeing PS’s candidate for a long
time.
Dear students, be prepared! In May you'll
get to choose between a “Regular Joe” who for
the first time in French Socialist history has
succeeded in unifying the party and a dwarf
who for the first time in the history ofthe
French right has managed to alienate all his
supporters.
So what are François Hollande's policies, and

W

what do they mean for students? In
order to find out more, I tried to contact
the Socialist Party. But clearly they are
busy people because even after 30 emails
I hadn’t received a reply. So I googled
them and I found some answers. Now
these are political answers: you know, the
kind that doesn’t really answer your
question. But you shut up and deal with
it and then you vote. Don't worry, my
dear readers, I’ll try to make these
answers clearer for you.
First ofall our Regular Joe wants to create
300,000 jobs for young people, plus put in
place an allowance to supplement our
scholarships. I found this interesting nugget of
information on their website. What does it
mean? I don't know. Why don't I go to the
Socialist Party and ask them? Socialists! They
love students. We have youth, energy, idealism.
The PS’s optimistic message will spark our

imagination. Together…victory! Right? Wrong.
In the office 3 volunteers were “working.” I
asked them for help with my article. The
youngest approached me suspiciously. He didn't
believe that I actually wrote for the Mariner.
(Hasn't he heard ofus?) I offered to join the
party first, to prove my PS pride. No luck, they
still couldn't or wouldn't tell me anything, and
directed me to the website. That's it. It was 3pm
so obviously it was the end ofthe day. In '08 the
Obama campaign's philosophy for volunteers
was "Respect. Empower. Include. Win." Maybe
this year the PS is trying a radical new formula:
"Insult. Block. Exclude...Win." What could
possibly go wrong? So ifyou go down to the
Jean Jaurès PS office, just keep in mind
that with the Socialist Party it is
always the same question: “Trick or
treat?”

Student Concerns:

Will
we
survive
the
lack
ofheating
this
winter
?
by isa & Estelle
L
ell, the debate is opened...
Remember the heating from last year? No one
does; there was none. Because of the subcomfort temperatures, it became rare to see a
student not wearing a coat and gloves in class.
It is all the more a problem if you can’t write
anything because your hands are totally frozen
or because the teacher doesn’t feel like giving
class in these conditions.
According to Gauthier, a L2 student, even if
last winter was awful, the cold is a factor of
human contacts and meetings: 'It constitutes a
subject of conversation of almost all the
cigarette breaks. "Fuck me, it is cold here!" “It
is practically warmer outside than inside."
“True! Luckily we have cigarettes and some
coffee.” “What’s your name by the way?”'. Julie,
another L2 student, thinks the last winter was
disagreeable: 'It clearly prevents us from
concentrating. Besides, they are wasting
energy. They should check their insulation and
act in a green way.
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So, the main question is…where does the
problem come from? A failed architect who left
out some elements of the Mirail’s construction?
A Machiavellian student who enjoys making
holes in each classroom's walls or in destroying
the central heating? No, none ofthe above.
There is a simple explanation for the lack of
heating in some of the buildings: they are at the
end of the heating circuit, and therefore they are
the least heated.
'We spent many winters with only little heating.
One time, it was so cold that we even had to rent
a blast-engine to warm up the buildings',
confided a lady from the English secretariat. 'But
I have good news for you guys. They turned on
the heating last week to test it, and it seems fine.
It should be working, even in building 13!
Anyway, heating is a big problem at the Mirail.
Resolving this issue will allow teachers and
students to work in good conditions, and it might
(I emphasize, might) prevent some of us from
staying in bed in the morning out of fear of the
cold in the gloomy and inhospitable Mirail
classrooms…
'

10 Ways to Stay Warm at the Mirail this Winter
Burn the Mariner’s Offices. Those
thousands of unread back issues have to be
good for something...
Use Technology - use your laptop or
smart-phone to watch ‘The Fireplace
Video’ on Youtube and pass your hours of
class in front ofit! Don’t forget your
marshmallow app.
Irish Coffee! - Go to the FOYER and ask
for The Mariner Special. Guaranteed to
warm them bones...
Get naked! - Survival guides tell us that huddling without clothes with a partner in
a sleeping bag is the surest way to maintain body heat. Combine with #3 for a real
party.
Reread the sexy scenes in A Lost Lady - (Pssst! The “Railroad” is a metaphor...)
Hang around the German department - We all know they like to burn books
Hug aTeacher - Your moyen might go up... (Except Prof.McMichael, we don’t
know where he’s been... )
Participate in S.U.A.P.S. Just kidding.
Yell “Fire!” in a crowded amphitheater. Then, when class is cancelled, go home
where it’s warm. Unfortunately, crowded amphitheaters are hard to find, because
by wintertime, hardly anyone ever goes to class.
Go to the Carleton in Lille - we hear it’s real hot up there.

Ice Fishing in room 1028, January, 2011 Photo: UTM

Have something to say?
A breaking news story?
Some hot gossip?
A dirty joke?
Send us an email and we'll help
you get in print:
the.mariner.news@gmail.com

Can't Stop Progress:

Why Don't We Live in Poland?

Say what you want about Polish plumbers; we
think the Poles are way ahead of us. A new Polish
website, jastawiam.pl, lets you send beer (well, a
free beer coupon,) to your friends via sms.
You give some info on the site, including your
friend's phone number. Your friend receives an
sms with the good news, which he shows to the
barman at the nearest bar, who then presents your
friend with a frosty pint ofPolish lager.
Some ofour favorite Polish beers:

Okocim, Lech, Zywiec

Instant beer - enjoy it hot or cold!

Armando's Feel-Good Moment:

Holy
Macaroni!

Tyouhefacemain
problem
when you are a

Those D.ang Events:

A Call for Music Lovers by Damien Alcade

student is that you are
poor. In other words,
not healthy. I guess that
some readers will
appreciate the euphemism. But cheer up, the
community does a lot for the students to
provide loads of free stuff. We can go to a
bunch of free concerts, where you can see a
band that is usually only a little less talented
than a bad support band, but still better than
the street performance stars of Rue du Taur.
The day after you can even tell your
classmates that you went to a gig, and you’ll
show them that you’re “in” with the local
scene.
Students have free health insurance, but if
you plan to get sick during the year, yes I
know it’s silly, you should probably look into
a complimentary health insurance as well.
The free health insurance basically only
covers paracetamol, ibuprofen, and of course
a wide variety ofplacebo medications.
For the ones not lucky enough to have their
parents who bought them an apartment in
Toulouse, finding a decent place in town can
be a pickle. You can ask the C.R.O.U.S. to
find you a place to live, but they’ll stick you
somewhere that will make feel like you’re
living in Hong Kong. It’s what we can call
the extra bonus effect ofthe public service.
The private sector also keeps students in
mind and designs special products for them.
The supermarket is a good example; to
appeal to us students they label products
with thumbs-up, smiley faces, or giant
number ones on them, so you can buy this
product without even thinking. I like the
fact that those products stay modest, no
fancy packaging, no catchy name either. If
you are looking for a can of tomatoes, you
generally look for a can with only
“Tomatoes” written on it, and usual you’ll
have to select those products with the same
modesty, because they are usually found on
the bottom shelf and you have to bend over
to grab it. If you are curious enough you can
read the label of this range of product. I
know finding exactly what you are eating is
like asking a magician to explain a magic
trick: it would take away the beauty of it.
But let’s take the example of a standard
salami, there are usually only three
ingredients, but supermarkets can multiply
the ingredients like our savior did with
bread.
Well supermarkets are not fun, but you can
make it a better place if you keep a couple
things in mind: First, you can be super nice
with the clerk when you’re buying your
groceries, keep in mind that the social scale
is a slippery slope and you never known if
one day you’ll have this job too. Second, if
you see someone behind you with only one
or two items, usually a can of beer and a can
of tuna, do let this person pass in front of
you, you’ll lose twenty seconds of your
valuable time but you’ll surprise this person
with an act of kindness and give you’ll make
yourself smile and feel nice and warm as if
you just had a nice plate ofmac & cheese.

You know that band you love no one knows

about? You know that music genre you listen
to and would like everyone to do the same?
Well, come and talk about it at the brand
new English department's Music Club,
coming soon to your favorite English Foyer!
The DEMA and the Foyer are joining to
bring you the best in entertainment - and
culture - today, and the best thing is that
YOU get to be a part of it! Let's picture it
together, shall we? Once a month, one
student (could be you!) will come to the
foyer during lunch time and talk about
something he or she loves. It's all good as
long as it is music-related and originates
from any English-speaking countries. We
want to hear about metal, classical music,
jazz, post-rock, punk, country music, batcave,
techno, folk, hip-hop, you name it. We want

it all, and the more passionate you are about it
the better. During this presentation, in French
or in English (you choose), you'll get to tell
everyone about that thing you love (for which I
have two tickets, and if you don't know what I
am talking about go see those Old Spice
commercials), play some tunes on that huge
Ghetto-Blaster the foyer owns, answer some
questions from our master of ceremony and
have a REAL band, straight outta the Music
Department, play a couple of songs. Interested?
Go ask the good people at the foyer and they'll
be more than glad to fill you in with the details.
The premiere will be about the astounding
Anna Calvi and will take place on November
22. When the time comes, be there. It will
mean a lot to us, and I can guarantee that
pretty soon it will also mean a lot to you.

Gay? Jesus!

Protest as Church Offers Course to
"Pray the Gay Away"

The Mariner is edited in a hidden backroom
office attached to the English library of the
Mirail by Casey Heagerty and Paul Scanlan.
The Mariner's masthead was designed by the
very talented Florent Guth, and other
contributors are credited as they appear. The
Mariner would also like to thank Dave
Finkbrau for his help, and all the Finkbraus
that helped in the creation ofthe Mariner.

Want to Write forThe Mariner ?

the.mariner.news@gmail.com

by Nina & Paul

Lead me not into temptation, bitch

Find us on Facebook and read the
Mariner online at:

themarinernews.wordpress.com

symptoms ofsuch beliefs.
G
ay-rights activists protested outside the Although Mr. da Costa saw the €330 fee as a
Evangelical Church of Toulouse, Friday 2
November, ahead of a planned course for people
wanting to "heal"their homosexuality.
The group Living Waters (Torrents de Vie) had
been handing out fliers advertising a course of 19
group classes plus a weekend event for €330.
Living Waters was founded in 1980 in California
(obviously) by Andy Comiskey, who was Gay! Gay!
Gay! before he found God! God! God! Now he’s
100% straight. Hallelujah!
The demonstration was organized by the Arc en
Ciel Federation of Midi-Pyrenees, to protest what
Jean-Philippe da Costa, Vice-President of the
Federation described as “brainwashing” of “fragile
people.”
He said programs like Living Waters contribute to
“latent homophobia” by implying that people who
aren’t straight have something wrong with them or
could be “cured”. He cited higher suicide stats among
LGBT teens in both France and the USA as

“scam”, it must be said, at less than €7 an hour,
the only thing these guys are worse at than
praying the gay away is making money.
Your fearless Mariners attempted to venture
into the lion’s den to interview people at the
church Thursday, but were only able to observe
people praying in small circles. Not wanting to
interrupt the worshippers, we retired to the bar
(i.e. the park bench).
Reached by telephone, a church member, who
declined to give his name, explained that “it is
written in the Bible that it’s unnatural for men
to be with men or women with women.” Asked
for the Biblical reference, the man responded that
he had“a meeting”andpolitely hung up.
Mr. da Costa recommended students
questioning their sexuality contact the Jules &
Julie Association for free counselling, or David &
Jonathan Association for LGBTreligious types.

